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.1. Recommendation
Major Revision
. Comments to Author:
The paper takes an interesting approach by applying the social-ecological network model proposed by Bodin and Tengö
2012) to the case of a watershed in the Philippines. It relies on an acceptable set of data with many variables sampled at
ousehold level among farmers, ﬁshers and sellers who dwell in the watershed.
I am not sure, however, that the amount of data presented really helps to answer the main research question to be
ddressed, namely (if I understood well) whether there are corresponding social connection to the existing ecological con-
ection between uplands and the lake via the Dampalit stream and watershed. The main research question and hypothesis
s anyway not clearly formulated.
The description of the study area lacks some basic data, namely the total (at least approximative) population, ethnic
roups, settlement history, etc. While the authors state that they used census data, we don’t see them exposed or discussed
n any part of the paper. The map of the study area imperatively needs improvement: no scale, no location names (Where
re Lakalay and Bambang located?), no north arrow, no smaller location map within the country, no information about
levation, MFR boundary poorly visible in green. . .. Damaplit or Dampalit?
Regarding the results, a largenumberof variables arepresented inadescriptiveand tediousway to read (list ofpercentages
n the text that sometimes repeat what is already shown in the graphs), but not really discussed. The authors should move
hese data to tables and focus on discussing the results which are relevant for the research questions.
Since the social-ecological network model has been chosen to address the water-energy-food nexus in the watershed, it
hould be integrally applied. However ecological links (E1-E2) are only very superﬁcially addressed in the paper.
The results discussion and conclusion are entirely focused on the presented case study, but do not address theoretical
uestions at all. If the authors wish to contribute to a body of research, they should move beyond the local and discuss
he implications of their ﬁndings for the theory. For example, discuss whether the social-ecological network model is the
dequate form of addressing the water-energy-food nexus in the watershed, or is there anything that should be added,
mproved in the model.
What worries me most in this paper is the writing style and presentation of results. Even as a non-native English speaker
can hardly ﬁnd a sentence without a spelling mistake. I agree that this should not be an argument against the quality of
he research, but in this case it makes the paper really hard to understand and leaves the reader with many ambiguities.
here are also unexplained abbreviation and local terms. (The reader is literally left “in the dark”, to use the authors’ own
xpression).
Regarding the analysis as such, and if I assume that the main question addressed is whether there are corresponding
ocial connection to the existing ecological connection between uplands and the lake, I think that the approach taken is
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overly quantitative. The reader is ﬂooded with quantitative data but learns nearly nothing on the settlement history in the
area and the cultural background of the people involved. These aspects are nevertheless crucial to understand the exposed
absence of social ties between farmers, ﬁshers, sellers and “others”. How can one explain the absence of such relations? If
they live there for long, exchanges should have evolved either as traditional barter or trade involving money. One hypothesis
might be that these relations did exist but went lost due to the urbanization process, leading people to sell their products to
the city rather than to their neighbors. Another hypothesis might be that these groups (or one of them) are recent migrants
so they don’t know each other. They may also face cultural barriers to interact: do ﬁshers, farmers and sellers groups belong
to different ethnic, linguistic, religious or caste groups? Are there cultural events (e.g. religious ceremonies) to which all
people from the watershed assist? Or at the contrary, are there cultural taboos that prevent neighborhood contacts, not
to speak about intermarriage? Are conﬂicts in relation with the implementation of the Makiling Forest Reserve involved?
(e.g. ﬁshers supporting the reserve and advocating for the relocation of farmers?) Were missionaries involved in gathering
a speciﬁc group around their church?
I think that the true interesting contribution to be driven from the authors’ data lies in understanding why people who
use the watershed differently do not know and interact among one another, even when they dwell a few km away. To
address these questions, the authors should take an actor-oriented, more qualitative approach. Then these ﬁndings could
also be linked with literature on institution building processes: observe how local organizations emerge and how social
organization can be ﬁt into the ecological nexuses.
Some detailed comments (but really there are too many spelling mistakes to show all of them):
- l.27: “making it their won”: not understandable what is meant here
- L. 30: WEF-nexus: reference needed here
- L.33: “middle-class in transitioning countries”: do you mean middle-income countries?
- L.46: dimension: do you mean scale here?
- L.47: “gaps in the ongoing WEF-nexus debate” which are these gaps?
- L. 48: what are “soft” drivers?
- L.75 “not matching” with what?
- L.89: inaccuracies: which ones?
- L.99: “natural interlinkage”: should be described in more details in the results section
- L.107 “different challenges . . . come together” says nothing, please be precise
- L.126: what is “PH”?
- L.130:who implements environmentalmanagement? Laguna LakeDevelopmentAuthority:who runs that organization:
private/state/NGO?
- L.170: statistically analyzed: how? I see only percentages in the paper, not really statistical tests.
- L.202: what is a “Barangay”?
- L.236: waste water is a factor: how does it affect aquaculture more precisely?
- L.254: who collects waste: municipality service?
- Fig 6: is the percent of households meant by the 0-60 numbers?
- L.287: “is the central market in Los Banos the ﬁrst destination. . ..” Please check word order
- L.289: “especially just favored”: awkward formulation
- L. 294: “sells directly to the consumers themselves”, please check grammar
- L.303: “shopping” =purchase?
- L.305 and others: social links: is credit (informal credit in that case?) the only relevant social link?
- L.314: “had went” =had gone, please check grammar
- L.356: “at that time”: when?
- L.368 “collapse in general responsibility”: awkward formulation
- L.381: “threatened by expulsion”: by whom? Please give more details on this issue
- L.388 “gaining up to 100%: are they farmers then? Is farming only intended for subsistence?
- L.394 “in the dark”: awkward formulation
- L.398: Who “claimed”?
- L.491: “simpleness”: awkward formulationAnonymous
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